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Abstract—This paper proposes the use of Belief Networks (BN)
for mixed-initiative dialog modeling. The BN-based framework
was previously used for natural language understanding, where
BNs infer the informational goal of the user’s query based on its
parsed semantic concepts. We extended this framework with the
technique of backward inference that can automatically detect
missing or spurious concepts based on the inferred goal. This
is, in turn, used to drive the mixed-initiative dialog model that
prompts for missing concepts and clarifies for spurious concepts.
Applicability is demonstrated for a simple foreign exchange
domain, and our framework’s mixed-initiative interactions were
shown to be superior to the system-initiative and user-initiative
interactions. We also investigate the scalability and portability of
the BN-based framework to the more complex air travel (ATIS)
domain. Backward inference detected an increased number of
missing and spurious concepts, which led to redundancies in the
dialog model. We experimented with several remedial measures
that showed promise in reducing the redundancies. We also
present a set of principles for hand-assigning “degrees of belief”
to the BN to reduce the demand for massive training data when
porting to a new domain. Experimentation with the ATIS data
also gave promising results.

Index Terms—Belief networks, dialog modeling, mixed-initia-
tive.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPOKEN dialog systems demonstrate a high degree of us-
ability in many restricted domains, and these range from

air travel, train schedules, restaurant guides, ferry time tables,
electronic automobile classifieds, weather, and e-mail [1]–[9].
The user typically interacts with these systems to retrieve infor-
mation e.g., train and ferry schedules; or to complete a task, e.g.,
book a flight, reserve a restaurant table, find an apartment, etc.
Dialog modeling in these systems plays an important role in as-
sisting users to achieve their goals effectively. The system-initia-
tive dialog model assumes complete control in providing step-
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wise guidance for the user through an interaction. At each step,
the model elucidates what the user may say or input into the
system. The system-initiative model does not permit deviations
from the pre-set course of interaction, but such restrictions also
help attain high task completion rates. Conversely, the user-ini-
tiative model offers maximum flexibility for the user to deter-
mine his preferred course of interaction. With this type of in-
teraction, it may be difficult to elucidate the system’s scope of
competence to the user. Should the user’s request fall outside of
this scope, the system may fail to help the user fulfill his goal. To
strike a balance between the system-initiative and user-initiative
models, the mixed-initiative dialog model allows both the user
and the system to influence the course of interaction. It is pos-
sible tohandcrafta sophisticated mixed-initiative dialog flow,
but the task is expensive, and may become intractable for com-
plex application domains.

Recent research efforts in dialog modeling attempt to reduce
manual handcrafting by adopting data-driven approaches. Di-
alog design is formulated as a stochastic optimization problem,
where machine learning techniques are applied to learn the “op-
timal” dialog strategy from training data. For example, ergodic
hidden markov models have been applied [10], and reinforce-
ment learning based on a Markov Decision Process [11], [12]
was used to learn the dialog process with states, actions and se-
quential decisions that is optimal from the perspective of a re-
ward/cost function [13]. This function is dependent on factors
such as user satisfaction, task completion rate, user effort, etc.

An alternative approach involves the use of Belief Networks
(BN) for modeling dialog interactions. [14] proposed to use BN
to model the mental states of dialog participants and changes
in the mental states along with incoming evidence connected to
utterances in a conversation. He argued that the BNs provide
a probabilistic and decision-theoretic framework for modeling
dialog, and the framework is plausible for computational im-
plementation. [15] applied BN to infer the user’s intention and
attention in a mixed-initiative interaction, combined with max-
imization of expected user utility when the computer selects
the “best” response or action. This framework has been demon-
strated in the implementation of a virtual front desk receptionist
and also an appointment scheduling agent: [16], [17].

This work is our initial attempt to utilize BN in mixed-ini-
tiative interactions. We focus on application domains where the
user interacts with a spoken dialog system for database retrieval.
There is a multitude of ways in which the user can express his
domain-specific informational goal(s) in natural (spoken) lan-
guage. Furthermore, the expression may span multiple utter-
ances in the dialog interaction. BNs are used to infer the user’s
informational goal based on the semantics of a query expres-
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sion that is either self-contained or dependent on discourse con-
text. In addition, effective database retrieval for a given infor-
mational goal may require a set of necessary attributes. If this
set of attributes is fully specified in the user’s query, the interac-
tion should conclude with successful task completion. However,
if there are attributesmissingfrom the query expression, the
mixed-initiative dialog model should automaticallypromptthe
user for the attribute value. Alternatively, there may bespurious
attributes in the query expression—these may be optional at-
tributes specified by the user or attributes resulting from speech
recognition errors. The mixed-initiative dialog model should au-
tomatically clarify for such spurious attributes with the user.
Hence prompting and clarification are the dialog acts of focus
in this work. We believe that the BNs offer several advantages
to our problem.

i) The BN probabilities can be automatically trained from
available data. Automation eases portability across
domains and scalability to more complex domains. The
user’s informational goal can be identified by proba-
bilistic inference in the BNs.

ii) The BN topology can also be automatically learned from
training data. The topology can capture the inter-node
dependencies in the BN, where each node represents a
semantic concept characterizing the knowledge domain.

iii) Belief propagation within a BN corresponds to com-
puting the probability of events that can be used for
reasoning. This procedure enables automatic detection
of missing and spurious concepts which can drive the
mixed-initiative dialog model. The procedure is also
suitable for belief revision as the discourse evolves in
the course of the dialog interaction.

iv) The BN framework is amenable to the optional incor-
poration of human knowledge should training data be
sparse. For example, the BN topology may be hand-
crafted, learned from training data, or both. Similarly,
BN probabilities may be trained or assigned/refined by
hand according to the developer’s “degree of belief” in
inter-node dependencies.

We have applied the BN framework to two domain-specific sys-
tems—the foreign exchange domain and the air travel domain.
The systems will be described in the following.

II. OVERVIEW OF THEBELIEF NETWORK APPROACH

The proposed approach for dialog modeling extends the Be-
lief Network (BN) framework previously used for Natural Lan-
guage Understanding (NLU). Details of our NLU framework
are described in [18], and the framework shares similar objec-
tives with related work that strives to automate grammar de-
velopment for natural language understanding [19]–[23]. This
section presents an overview of our BN-based approach and its
extensions. Specific applications of this approach to two appli-
cation domains (foreign exchange and air travel) are presented
in Sections III–V.

Understanding natural language queries for a specific appli-
cation domain involves parsing the input query into a series of
domain-specificsemantic concepts, and from these we infer the

Fig. 1. Basic topology for our Belief networks. This topology assumes
conditional independence among concepts. The arrows of the acyclic graph
are drawn form cause to effect. This topology is equivalent to the Naïve Bayes
formulation [24].

informational goalof the user’s query. Semantic concepts cor-
respond to the pieces of information that are relevant to the ap-
plication. An information goal is the service or the information
requested by the user. It is assumed that within a restricted ap-
plication domain, there is a finite set of semantic concepts
as well as a finite set of informational goals. The goals
and concepts are all binary, and the concept is true if
it appears in the utterance. Hence, we can formulate the NLU
problem as making binary decisions with BNs, one for
each informational goal. The BN for goal takes as input a set
of semantic concepts 1 extracted from the user’s query. The
BN gives thea posterioriprobability and from this the
binary decision is made by thresholding. The topology of the
BN may assume conditional independence among the concepts
in i.e., there are direct links between the goal and the concept
nodes, but no linkages among the concepts nodes. This is equiv-
alent to a naïve Bayes formulation, and is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Goal inference based on may be computed as shown
in (1) with the conditional independence assumption. As men-
tioned, this is equivalent to the Naïve Bayes formulation and
(1) simply applies Bayes’ rule. We assume that the goalis
present if is greater than a threshold; and that the
goal is absent otherwise. may be set to 0.5 for simplicity
since . This formulation provides
us with a means of rejecting out-of-domain (OOD) queries—a
query is classified as OOD when all BNs vote negative for their
corresponding goals. In addition, the formulation also accom-
modates queries with multiple goals, i.e., when multiple BNs
vote positive. We may also force the selection of a single goal
(even when multiple BNs vote positive) by applying the max-
imum a posteriorirule. See (1) at the bottom of the next page.

In this work, we use anenhancedtopology for the BN
that adds linkages in between concept nodes to model the
inter-concept dependencies for goal inference. We constrain
ourselves to topologies that belong to the classification-based
network structures. A classification-based network has a root
node (with no parents) which represents our goal. Fig. 2
shows an example of our enhanced topology. [25] presented a
method for learning such linkages automatically from training
data according to the Minimum Description Length (MDL)
principle. A brief description is as follows: Every node in the
BN contributes toward the complexity of the network by a
magnitude (to which we also refer as thenetwork

1C represent a concept.
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Fig. 2. Trained topology for our Belief networks. This topology captures
the causal dependencies between the goal and a concept as well as between
two concepts. The arrows of the acyclic graph are drawn from cause to effect.
Dependencies among concepts are automatically learned from training data
according to the minimum description length (MDL) principle. The inset shows
the cliques of the network. The two cliques are(C ; C ;G) and(C ;G).G is
the separator node between the two cliques.

description length). Lower values for reflect lower
network complexities. Each node also contributes toward the
accuracy in modeling the data by a magnitude of (to
which we also refer as thedata description length). Lower
values for reflect higher accuracy. Consider the BN
for goal , with concept nodes . For a
given concept node in the BN, both and
are functions of the concept node itself, its parentsParents

and their instantiations in the training data. Hence the
total description length contributed by a given node
is defined as . The total description
length of a network is the sum of all the concept nodes in the
network. Similarly, the total description length of an arc in
a network is the sum of the two nodes linked by the arc. As
mentioned earlier, the MDL principle aims to find the simplest
network that can model the training data most accurately. We
used a best-first search that begins by computing the for
each possible arc that can be added to our pre-defined network
structure. The arcs are sorted in increasing order of to
form the sorted arc list and each arc in the list is paired with
the initial network topology to form a search list of net-
work-arc pairs, i.e., .
These pairs are sorted according to the sum of the total de-
scription lengths of the original network and the arc. The pair
with minimum description length is popped off the list and the
network and arc are combined to form a new topology ,
an enhanced topology with minimum description, i.e., thus far

. is then paired with other possible arcs and
the search process continues for a fixed number of iterations.
Upon completion of this machine learning process, each goal
has its own BN with an enhanced topology. We also refer to
this as the “trained” topology. Fig. 2 provides an illustration.

For trained BN topologies similar to that shown in Fig. 2,
probability propagation for goal inference is more complex than
was shown in (1).2 We provide a brief explanation here. Take the
BN in Fig. 2 as an example, there are twocliques(i.e., max-
imal sets of nodes that are all pairwise linked)—
and . This is illustrated in the inset of the figure, which
also shows that the cliques can communicate through the sepa-
rator node . Each clique relates to a joint probability .
For example, in Fig. 2 the clique relates to the joint
probability and the clique relates to the
joint probability . Given a user’s query, we derive the
presence and absence of the various concepts, and update
the joint probability according to (2). The updated joint prob-
ability is eventually marginalized to produce a probability for
goal identification

(2)
where

instantiated according to the presence or absence
of the concepts in the user’s query;
joint probability obtained from the training set;
updated joint probability.

* denotes an updated probability with knowledge
about the presence/absence of the various con-
cepts in the user’s query.

Fig. 3 illustrates the process of computing the updated prob-
ability for goal identification, using the BN in Fig. 2 as
an example. A more detailed description is included in the Ap-
pendix.

A. Extension for Dialog Modeling—Backward Inference

We extend the BN framework from NLU to mixed-initia-
tive dialog modeling. The main idea is to enable BNs to auto-
matically detect missing or spurious concepts according to do-
main-specific constraints captured by their probabilities. Should
a missingconcept be detected, the BN will drive the dialog
model topromptthe user for the necessary information. Should
a spuriousconcept be detected the BN will drive the dialog
model toclarify with the user regarding the unnecessary infor-
mation. Automatic detection of missing and spurious concepts
is achieved by the technique ofbackward inference.

2For an introduction to Bayesian Networks and probability propagation, we
refer the reader to [26]

(1)
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Fig. 3. Flow chart illustrating probability propagation through the trained Belief network topology as Fig. 2, for inferring the information goalG based on the
input conceptsC , C , andC .

Backward inference involves probability propagation within
the BN. Having inferred the informational goal for a given
user’s query, the goal node of the corresponding BN is instanti-
ated (to either 1 or 0) to test the network’s confidence in each of
the input concepts. If the BN topology assumes conditional in-
dependence among the concepts, the updated probability of the
concepts will be simply . However, in our BN in which
the concepts depend on each other, the updated goal probability

will propagate to update the joint probabilities of each
clique . Thereafter we may obtain each by
marginalization. This procedure is described by (3), and it is
similar to the procedure described by (2) for updating concept
probabilities3

(3)

3For a detailed illustration of this computation, please refer to the Appendix.

where
is updated from instantiating the goal node;

joint probability of the clique obtained from the
training set;

updated joint probability of the clique.

Based on the value of , we make a binary decision (by
thresholding) regarding whether should be present or absent.
This decision is compared with the actual occurrence ofin
the user’s query. If the binary decision indicates thatshould
be absent but it is actually present in the input query, the con-
cept is labeled spurious and the dialog model will invoke a clar-
ification act. If the binary decision indicates that should be
present but it is absent from the query, the concept is labeled
missing and the dialog model will invoke a prompting act. In
Section III, we demonstrate the applicability of this BN-based
dialog model to a spoken language system in the foreign ex-
change domain.
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III. A PPLICABILITY TO THE CU FOREX SYSTEM

We have chosen to investigate the feasibility the BN-based di-
alog model within the context of the CU FOREX system [27].
This is a trilingual (English, Putonghua and Cantonese) conver-
sational hotline that supports inquiries about foreign exchange
information. It supports inquiries regarding the exchange rates
between a currency pair, as well as the interest rates for var-
ious deposit duration for a currency. The domain is relatively
simple, and is characterized by two query types (or informa-
tional goals—Exchange Rates and Interest Rates); and five do-
main-specific concepts (twoCURRENCYAconcepts,TIME DURA-

TION, EXCHANGE RATE and INTEREST RATE). For database re-
trieval, there are two domain-specific constraints:

i) an exchange rate inquiry requires that the currencies to be
bought and sold be specified;

ii) an interest rate inquiry requires that a currency and a time
duration be specified.

A. Two Interaction Modalities

CU FOREX has been made available for experimentation for
the public since August 1999. We receive a few hundred calls
per month on average. The system currently supports two inter-
action modalities based on SpeechWorks 4.0:4

i) The Directed Dialog (DD) is designed for novice users.
This type of interaction guides the user through a session,
and elucidates what may be said at various stages of the
interaction. Table I shows a DD interaction between the
system and the user. Notice that at every dialog turn, the
system guides the user to provide a specific information
attribute.

ii) The Natural Language Shortcut (NLS) is designed for
expert users who want to expedite the inquiry session
by uttering a full query, and traverse the entire session
within one single dialog turn. Hence the query may carry
multiple attributes for database retrieval, as opposed to a
single attribute per utterance in the DD case. An example
dialog for an NLS interaction is shown in Table II.

B. Belief Networks in CU FOREX

We developed two BNs, one for each informational goal.
Each BN receives all of the five domain-specific concepts as
input. We have also used the trained topology automatically
learned according to the MDL principle [25]. The training data
used here consists of 523 transcribed utterances collected from
the NLS hotline, equally distributed between the exchange rate
and interest rate inquiries. The resulting topology is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The dotted arrow shows the causal dependency
between the conceptsCURRENCY_1 and CURRENCY_2 learned
from data. This network contains the cliques (GOAL, CUR-

RENCY_1, CURRENCY_2), (GOAL, DURATION), (GOAL, EX_RATE)
and (GOAL, INT_RATE).

Goal inference proceeds as described in Section II. The de-
cisions across the two BNs are combined to identify the output
goal of the input query. Typical values ofa posterioriprobabil-
ities obtained from goal inference are shown in Table III. These

4http://www.speechworks.com

TABLE I
DIRECTED DIALOG (DD) INTERACTION BETWEEN THE CU FQREX

SYSTEM AND THE USERREGARDING AN INTERESTRATE INQUIRY. NOTICE

THAT AT EVERY DIALOG TURN, THE SYSTEM GUIDES THE USER TO

PROVIDE A SPECIFIEDINFORMATION ATTRIBUTE

TABLE II
NATURAL LANGUAGE (NLS) INTERACTION BETWEEN THECU FQREX
SYSTEM AND THE USER REGARDING AN EXCHANGE RATE INQUIRY.

NOTICE THAT THE USER ISABLE TO SPECIFY SEVERAL INFORMATION

ATTRIBUTES WITHIN A SINGLE DIALOG TURN

values are compared with the threshold for making bi-
nary decisions.

The single asterisk in indicates that the probability of
goal has been updated during probability propagation in the
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Fig. 4. Trained topology of our BNs in the CU FOREX domain. The EXCHANGE_RATE and INTEREST_RATE BNs have the same topology.

TABLE III
TYPICAL VALUES OF UPDATED PROBABILITIES OBTAINED FROM GOAL

INFERENCEUSING BNS IN THE CU FOREX DOMAIN

BN. In reality, the for this example has been updated
four times actually (once for each clique). A brief example il-
lustrating this process is included in the Appendix, in which the
number of asterisks indicate the number of updates. However,
for the sake of simplicity in the main body of this paper, we use
a single asterisk to indicate that a probability has been updated.
Having instantiated the inferred goal, backward inference veri-
fies the validity of the input query against domain-specific con-
straints. In this way we can test for cases of missing or spurious
concepts,5 and generate an appropriate system response. Con-
sider the example of an interest rate inquiry,“Can I have the
interest rates of the yen for one month please?”We instantiated
the goal node of the BN (for Interest Rates) to 1, and performed
backward inference for each input conceptto obtain .
This probability is compared with the threshold to de-
termine whether the concept should be present or absent (see
equation at the bottom of this page).

The probabilities and binary decisions obtained in this ex-
ample are shown in Table IV. The binary decision for each con-
ceptagreeswith their actual occurrence in the input query. Thus

5These may be due to speech recognition errors in an integrated spoken dialog
system.

TABLE IV
INPUT QUERY IS “CAN I HAVE THEINTERESTRATES OF THEYEN FOR ONE

MONTHPLEASE?” GOAL INFERENCEIDENTIFIESTHAT THE UNDERLYING GOAL

IS Interest Rates. THE GOAL NODE OF THECORRESPONDINGBN
IS INSTANTIATED, AND BACKWARD INFERENCEPRODUCESP (C )

FOR EACH CONCEPT. THESEPROBABILITIES ARE COMPARED WITH THE

THRESHOLD� = 0:5 TO MAKE A BINARY DECISION REGARDING THE

PRESENCE/ABSENCE FOREACH CONCEPT. THE BINARY DECISIONSAGREE

WITH THE ACTUAL OCCURRENCES OF THECONCEPTS

Fig. 5. Illustration of the semantic frame corresponding to the query “Can I
have the interest rates of the yen for one month please?”

we can use the concept-value pairs to form a semantic frame (see
Fig. 5), which can be further processed for database retrieval.

However, if the binary decision for a concept disagrees with
its actual occurrence, a prompt will be invoked to request the
missing concept or to clarify spurious concepts. We illustrate
these two cases by the following examples.

Case 1)Prompt for a Missing Concept
Consider the interest rate query“Can I have the

interest rate of the yen?”.Backward inference gives
for the conceptDURATION which equals

0.770. This is greater than the threshold ,
which suggests that theDURATION should be

should be present in the given query with goal
should be absent in the given query with goal
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TABLE V
INPUT QUERY IS “CAN I HAVE THEINTERESTRATE OF THELIRA AGAINST THE

YEN.” GOAL INFERENCEIDENTIFIES THAT THE UNDERLYING GOAL IS

Exchange Rates. THE GOAL NODE OF THECORRESPONDINGBN IS

INSTANTIATED, AND BACKWARD INFERENCEPRODUCESP (C ) FOR EACH

CONCEPT. THESEPROBABILITIES ARE COMPARED WITH THE THRESHOLD

� = 0:5 TO MAKE A BINARY DECISION REGARDING THE PRESENCE/ABSENCE

FOR EACH CONCEPT. THE BINARY DECISION OF THECONCEPThINT_RATEi
FROM BACKWARD INFERENCE(BN OF INTERESTRATES) DOES NOTAGREE

WITH ITS ACTUAL OCCURRENCE(SHADED). HENCE hINT_RATEi IS DEEMED

SPURIOUS AND THEDIALOG MODEL ISSUES ACLARIFICATION RESPONSE

present but is missing. Hence the system prompts the
user with “Please specify the deposit duration”

Case 2)Clarify for a Spurious Concept
Consider the query “Can I have the interest rate

of the lira against the yen.” The inferred goal is
and results from backward infer-

ence are shown in Table V. Comparison between the
binary decisions for each concept with its actual oc-
currence in the query results in the automatic detec-
tion that the conceptINT_RATE is spurious. This in-
vokes the dialog model to generate the clarification
response:“Are you referring to the exchange rate
between the lira and the yen?”

C. Evaluation of the BN-Based Dialog Model

Evaluation of the BN-based dialog model is based on 550 di-
alog sessions collected using the CU FOREX system during the
period between November and December 1999. Recorded di-
alogs come from two hotlines—one with a directed dialog (DD)
mode of interaction and the other with natural language short-
cuts (NLS). Approximately 17% were rejected manually as the
users were clearly attempting to break the system. Of the re-
maining queries, 285 calls were obtained from the Directed Di-
alog hotline while 170 calls were obtained from the NLS hot-
line. The task completion rates of the DD and NLS models are
shown in Table VI. Our original DD model only accepts one at-
tribute for each dialog turn, hence failures in the DD model are
mainly caused by queries with multiple information attributes
or OOD input. Failures in the NLS model are due to missing
concepts, spurious concepts or OOD queries.6 Detail statistics
are tabulated in Table VII. We input these failed queries into
our BN-based mixed-initiative dialog model to simulate online
processing by this new model, and observed that the BN-based
dialog model can automatically reject OOD input, and offered
a continuation option at the failure points ofall the dialogs.

6Note that we could have handcrafted some heuristics in a dialog manager to
catch these errors in the original system but instead we have chosen to use the
BN to work out the answer.

TABLE VI
TASK COMPLETION RATES OF THEORIGINAL CU FOREX SYSTEM WITH

DIRECTED DIALOG (DD) AND NATURAL LANGUAGE SHORTCUTS(NLS)
INTERACTIONS, IN COMPARISONWITH TASK COMPLETION RATES FROM THE

BN-BASED. THE COMPARISON ISBASED ON 550 DIALOG SESSIONS(1
SESSION PERPHONE CALL )

TABLE VII
CAUSES OFFAILURE FOR THE ORIGINAL CU FOREX DIALOG MODEL.
PERCENTAGESREFER TO THEPROPORTION OF THEEVALUATED QUERIES

(285 DD AND 170 NLS)

Table VIII shows typical examples of failure in the DD and
NLS models, and how these are handled by the BN-based di-
alog model.

IV. SCALABILITY TO THE ATIS DOMAIN

Thus far we have demonstrated the applicability of the
BN-based dialog model to the simple domain of foreign
exchange in the CU FOREX system. This section reports on
our investigation on the application of our BN-based dialog
model to a more complex domain. We have chosen the ATIS
(Air Travel Information Service) [28] domain due to data
availability. ATIS is a common task in the DARPA Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency) Speech and Language
Program in the US. We used Class A (context-independent)
as well as Class D (context-dependent) queries of the ATIS-3
corpus. The disjoint training and test sets consist of 2820
and 773 (1993 test) transcribed utterances respectively. Each
utterance is accompanied by its corresponding SQL query for
database retrieval.

We treat the main attribute label of the SQL query as the
informational goal of the input utterance. Inspection of the
Class A training data reveals that out of the 32 query types
(or informational goals, e.g., flight identification, fare iden-
tification, etc.), only 11 types have ten or more occurrences.
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These 11 goals cover over 95% of the training set, and 94.7%
of the testing set (1993 test). Consequently, we have developed
11 BNs to capture the domain-specific constraints for each
informational goal. Also, with the reference to the attribute
labels identified as key semantic concepts from the SQL query,
we have designed our semantic tags for labeling the input utter-
ance. We have a total of 60 hand-designed semantic tags, which
include the concepts/attributes needed for database access
(e.g., DAY_NAME , FLIGHT_NUMBER ), and others that play a
syntactic role for NLU (e.g.,PREPOSITION, SUPERLATIVE ).
Hence, ATIS presents greater domain complexity characterized
by 11 query types and total 60 domain-specific concepts.

The current investigation on scalability focuses on the ability
of the trained BN’s to correctly identify the goals and concepts
in an input query, including those inherited from discourse his-
tory. We also focus on the ability of the BNs, using the same set
of trained probabilities, to detect missing and spurious concepts
based on domain-specific constraints. Such detection is critical
for the mixed-initiative dialog interactions that lie within the
scope of our study. However, since the ATIS corpora provides
reference semantic frames but not mixed-initiative interactions,
we can only evaluate the BNs based on goal/concept identifica-
tion.

A. Belief Networks in ATIS

As mentioned earlier, we developed 11 BNs for ATIS. In
order to constrain computation time for goal inference, each BN
only has concept nodes that are selected automati-
cally for its goal using the Information Gain criterion. The
selection aims to optimize on overall goal identification accu-
racy with reference to the Class A training utterances [18]. The
BNs also adopt trained topologies that model inter-concept de-
pendencies according to the MDL principle. Inclusion of such
dependencies has brought further improvements in goal iden-
tification performance [25]. Fig. 6 shows the BN in the ATIS
domain for the goal .

Goal inference proceeds as described in Section II for the
trained BN topology. Thresholding with de-
cides between the presence or absence of the goal. In these
experiments, we always apply the maximuma posteriori rule
to identify a single goal for an input utterance. Utterances are
labeled OOD when all BNs vote negative.

B. Detecting Missing and Spurious Concepts in ATIS

As described previously, instantiating the inferred goal
node followed by backward inference produces .
Comparing this probability with the threshold
decides whether the concept should be present or absent
according to domain-specific constraints. The binary decision
may be compared with the actual occurrence of the concept
in the input query for detecting missing or spurious concepts.
These are, in turn, used to drive the dialog model. However,
as we migrated from CU FOREX to ATIS, we discovered that
this methodology often producesseveralmissing or spurious
concepts for an input query. For example, consider the query:

Query: what type of aircraft is used in american airlines
flight number seventeen twenty three?

TABLE VIII
EXAMPLE DIALOGS ILLUSTRATING THE CAUSES OFFAILURE IN THE ORIGINAL

CU FOREX SYSTEMS WITH DD AND NLU INTERACTIONS, AND HOW THESE

CAN BE HANDLED APPROPRIATELY BY THE NEWBN-BASED DIALOG MODEL

Concepts: WHAT TYPE AIRCRAFT AIRLINE_NAME

FLIGHT_NUMBER

Goal:
Backward inference in the BN for produces

updated probabilities as shown in Table IX.7 Our
detection algorithm labels the conceptsCITY_ORIGIN and
CITY_DESTINATION to be missing, and FLIGHT_NUMBER

to be spurious. One reason is because in the training corpus,
most queries with the goal included the city
pair instead of the flight number, e.g., “what is the smallest
aircraft available flying from pittsburgh to baltimore arriving
on may seventh.” However, the constraints provided by an
AIRLINE_NAME and a FLIGHT_NUMBER should serve equally
well for database access to retrieve an .

If our dialog model follows through with the prompting for
the missing concepts and clarifying for the spurious concepts
in Table IX, the system will first prompt the user for the
CITY_ORIGIN, then CITY_DESTINATION; and then clarify for
FLIGHT_NUMBER. Such a dialog model has too much redun-
dancy, and fails to realize that the attribute pair (AIRLINE_NAME,
FLIGHT_NUMBER) provides an equivalent amount of constraints
as the attribute pair (CITY_ORIGIN, CITY_DESTINATION) for re-
trieving an Aircraft_Code. We attempted to solve this problem
in two ways:

7When there are no inter-concept linkages, these updated probabilities
P (C ) can be computed once and stored. The situation changes later when
P (C ) also depends on the instantiation of its parent concepts.
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Fig. 6. Example of a BN in the ATIS domain. The goal is Aircraft_Code and the goal node has been labeled. The others are concept nodes. The trained topology
is used to model concept-concept dependencies (see the arrows connectingCITY_DESTINATION with CITY_ORIGIN, andAIRLINE_NAME with FLIGHT_NUMBER).

TABLE IX
THE INPUT QUERY IS “WHAT TYPE OFAIRCRAFT ISUSED INAMERICAN

AIRLINESFLIGHT NUMBERSEVENTEENTWENTYTHREE”. UPDATED CONCEPT

PROBABILITIES P (C ) OBTAINED FROM BACKWARD INFERENCE IN THEBN
FOR Aircraft Code ARE SHOWN. USING THRESHOLD� = 0:5 WE

CAN DECIDE WHETHER THE CONCEPTC SHOULD BE PRESENT OR

ABSENT. THIS BINARY DECISION ISCOMPARED AGAINST THE ACTUAL

OCCURRENCE OF THECONCEPTC IN THE INPUT QUERY, IN ORDER TO

DETECT MISSING AND SPURIOUSCONCEPTS(SHADED)

1) Double Thresholding:In order to prevent dialog redun-
dancies in prompting for missing concepts or clarifying for spu-
rious concepts, we defined two thresholds for backward infer-
encing; see equation at the bottom of this page.

Concepts whose probabilities (from backward inference)
score between and will not take effect in
mixed-initiative response generation (i.e., prompting/clar-
ification). Concepts whose scores exceed , and also
correspond to an SQL attribute will be prompted if missing;
and concepts whose scores is lower than , and correspond
to an SQL attribute will be clarified if spurious. Based on the
training data, we have empirically adopted 0.7 and 0.2 for

and respectively. The double threshold scheme
enables the dialog model to prompt for missing concepts that

are truly needed, and clarify for spurious concepts that may
confuse the query’s interpretation.

2) Handcrafted Topology for BNs:BN topologies automat-
ically learned from training data may not be able to capture
some equivalence classes for dialog modeling. This is partially
because the actual constraints depend much more on the ac-
tual “logic” of the application domain rather than the corpus
of training sentences. In capturing the equivalence classes from
training data, we assume that the users are aware of the re-
lated domain-specific constraints that will be reflected in their
queries. In principle, the logic of the domain is also obtainable
from the database schema or from some representation of the
“business logic”. Referring to the example in Section IV-B, the
equivalence classes for the Aircraft_Code BN may be expressed
as

((CITY_ORIGIN AND CITY_DESTINATION OR
FLIGHT_NUMBER AND AIRLINE_NAME))

In other words, providing either the origin and destination
cities, or providing the airline name with the flight number
are sufficient constraints for locating the aircraft code from
the ATIS database. The occurrence of the second attribute pair
(FLIGHT_NUMBER AND AIRLINE_NAME) is relatively sparse in
the training corpus, and the original BN topology (Fig. 6) is
unable to capture the logic between these two attribute pairs.

We attempt to refine the BN topologies by adding linkage(s)
that are obvious but have not been learned due to sparseness
in training data. For example, the refined topology for the Air-
craft_Code BN is shown in Fig. 7. Hence we have added a link
between the two attribute pairs (see dotted arrow).

The BNs with the handcrafted topology are trained with
the training corpus. We investigate how the previous example

should be in the given query
and is in the given query

should be in the given query
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Fig. 7. Refined topology for theAircraft Code BN. A link is inserted (dotted arrow) to capture the equivalence between the attribute pairs (CITY_ORIGIN,
CITY_DESTINATION) and (flight_number, airline_name). They provide the same degree of constraints for the inference of the goalAircraft Code.

TABLE X
REVISED PROCEDURE OFBACKWARD INFERENCE FOR THEBN TOPOLOGY

WITH CONCEPTSDEPENDENCE. FOR THECONCEPTNODEC , WE INSTANTIATE

ITS PARENT NODE(S) ONLY WHILE C IS BEING EVALUATED

“what type of aircraft is used in american airline flight number
seventeen twenty three” is handled with the hand-refined BN
topology. Previously, backward inference involves only the
instantiation of the inferred goal for the sake of simplicity. Here
since our BN topology contains inter-concept linkages, back-
ward inference regarding a particular concept involves not only
the instantiation of the inferred goal, but also the instantiation
of the occurrence of parent concepts. This is shown in Table X.

We replaced the double threshold in Section IV-B-I with
the single threshold for , in order to de-
tect missing and spurious concepts. Results are tabulated
in Table XI. Comparison with Table IX shows the effect
of using the hand-refined BN topology to our previous ex-
ample sentence. The handcrafted topology has captured the
equivalence classes (AIRLINE_NAME, FLIGHT_NUMBER) and
(CITY_ORIGIN, CITY_DESTINATION) and avoided redundancies
in the two-threshold dialog model. Using the single threshold
may be more desirable than using two thresholds that are set in
anad hocway. It should be noted that for the hand-refined BN,
linkage insertion requires some human knowledge and inspec-
tion. Thereafter, the procedure of training to acquire network
probabilities remains identical to the previous BN-based model
that does not involve handcrafting. Table XII shows another
query of Aircraft_Code that shows similar result.

TABLE XI
INPUT QUERY IS “WHAT TYPE OFAIRCRAFT ISUSED INAMERICANAIRLINES

FLIGHT NUMBERSEVENTEENTWENTYTHREE”. THE BN TOPOLOGY FOR THE

INFERREDGOAL Aircraft Code HAS BEEN HAND-REFINED (SEEFIG. 7).
UPDATED CONCEPTPROBABILITIES P (C ) OBTAINED FROM BACKWARD

INFERENCE ARESHOWN. A SINGLE THRESHOLD� = 0:5 IS USED TODECIDE

WHETHER THECONCEPTC SHOULD BE PRESENT ORABSENT. THIS BINARY

DECISION ISCOMPARED AGAINST THE ACTUAL OCCURRENCE OF THE

CONCEPTC IN THE INPUT QUERY, IN ORDER TODETECT MISSING AND

SPURIOUSCONCEPTS(SHADED). COMPARISONWITH TABLE IX SHOWS

THAT THE HAND-REFINED TOPOLOGY HASAVOIDED REDUNDANCIES

IN TWO-THRESHOLDBN DIALOG MODEL)

3) Optional Concepts:The example in Table XII classified
the concept TIME_VALUE as spurious. In a complex domain
with many attributes/concepts (e.g., 60 for ATIS), the user may
freely provide additional specifications for database access. For
these additional concepts, backward inference usually produces
low probabilities, but our dialog model may not need to clarify
for all of them. Hence we have defined a set of “optional con-
cepts” by the following heuristic: For a given goal , if the
occurrence frequency of the concept in the training corpus is
lower than the threshold , the concept will be classified as
optional. is defined as

training sentences with goal
(4)

Optional concepts will not be considered spurious during
backward inference, and the BN-based dialog model will not
generate a clarification response for the concepts.
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TABLE XII
INPUT QUERY IS “DISPLAYTYPES OFAIRCRAFTDEPARTINGFROMCLEVELAND

TO DALLASBEFORENOON”. THIS TABLE SHOWS THERESULTS OFBACKWARD

INFERENCE, ANALOGOUS TOTABLE X. WE OBSERVETHAT WITH THE

HAND-REFINED TOPOLOGY ASSHOWN IN FIG. 7, THE OCCURRENCE OF THE

ATTRIBUTE PAIR (CITY_ORIGIN, CITY_DESTINATION) AUTOMATICALLY

LOWERS THEPROBABILITIES P (C ) FOR THECONCEPTShAIRLINE_NAMEi
AND hFLIGHT_NUMBERi

TABLE XIII
THIS QUERY EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATES OUR INITIAL SCHEME FORCONTEXT

INHERITANCE, IN WHICH THE CURRENTQUERY INHERITS ALL THE CONCEPTS

FROM THE PREVIOUSQUERY IN THE SAME DIALOG SESSION. THIS SCHEME IS

FOUND TO BE OVERLY AGGRESSIVE, AS THE EXTRA CONCEPTSINHERITED

AFFECTEDGOAL IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE

C. Context Inheritance

The ATIS corpus contains both Class A and Class D queries.
While the semantics of the Class A queries are self-contained,
those of the Class D queries are context-dependent. Interpre-
tation of the Class D queries requires referencing discourse
context from previous dialog turns. Consequently, we have
enhanced our BN-based dialog model with the capability of
context inheritance for handling ATIS queries.

TABLE XIV
CONTEXT INHERITANCE SCHEME FOR THEBN-BASED DIALOG MODEL.
MISSING CONCEPTS ANDOPTIONAL CONCEPTS(I.E., CLASS_NAME) ARE

DETERMINED BY A SIMPLIFIED BACKWARD INFERENCEPROCEDURETHAT

INSTANTIATES ONLY THE GOAL NODE, TOGETHERWITH THE DOUBLE

THRESHOLDSCHEME AS MENTIONED IN SECTION V-B1. THE MISSING

CONCEPTS AREINHERITED FROM DISCOURSECONCEPTS

In our initial approach to context inheritance, the current
query inherits all the semantic concepts from the previous
query (of the same dialog session) prior to goal inference.
However, this scheme was found to be too aggressive, and the
extra concepts affected the goal identification performance (see
Table XIII).

By investigating the incorrect inheritance cases in the training
sentences (Class A and Class D), we refined our context inher-
itance scheme by taking three remedial measures.

Context inheritance is invoked only to fill up the semantic
slots for missing concepts detected during backward inference.
An example is shown in Table XIV.

If a query is classified as OOD, it may be an indication that we
are handling a Class D query. In this case, all concepts are inher-
ited from the previous query and goal inference is invoked again
after concept inheritance. An example is shown in Table XV.

We apply pragmatic “refresh rules” to undo context in-
heritance for several query types8 . These rules refer to the
inferred goal of a query and determine the related concepts
that should not be inherited from discourse. We have applied
three such rules. First, Class D queries with inferred goal

8These heuristics are introduced after careful inspection of the ATIS training
data. In a real ATIS-like application, we expect that similar heuristics will need
to be defined by the system developer.
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TABLE XV
CONTEXT INHERITANCE SCHEME FOR AN OUT-OF-DOMAIN QUERY.
CONCEPTSFROM THE PREVIOUS QUERY ARE INHERITED AND GOAL

INFERENCE ISINVOKED AGAIN AFTERWARDS

will disinherit the concepts AIRLINE_NAME

and AIRLINE_CODE from the previous discourse (since the
user is clearly asking about the airline of a flight). Second,
Class D queries with inferred goal does not
inherit discourse since the user is simply asking about an airline
name, e.g.,“what does y x mean?”Third, Class D queries with
inferred goals or disinherit the concept
FARE_CODE .

V. PORTABILITY OF THE BN-BASED FRAMEWORK

In addition to scalability, this work also includes a prelimi-
nary examination of the portability of the BN-based framework
across different application domains. Migration to a new appli-
cation often implies lack of domain-specific data to train the
BN probabilities. Under such circumstances, the BN probabili-
ties can be hand-assigned to reflect the “degree of belief” of the
knowledge domain expert. The trained and the hand-assigned
models have similar complexities as they both attempt to cap-
ture the probability distribution of ATIS. However, the hand-as-
signed model requires human knowledge in order to decide the
BN probabilities. We have designed some general principles for
probability assignment, as will be presented in Sections V-A
and B. As explained previously, since the ATIS corpus pro-
vides reference semantic frames but not mixed-initiative inter-
actions, our evaluation for portability focuses on the ability of
the ported BNs to correctly identify goals and concepts in the
user’s query. We assume that BN probabilities that achieve good

TABLE XVI
GUIDELINES FORASSIGNINGVALUES TOP (C = 1jG = 1)

performance in goal and concept identification should have cap-
tured domain-specific constraints well. These constraints can, in
turn, be used for automatic detection of missing or spurious con-
cepts in order to drive mixed-initiative dialog modeling, as we
illustrated previously with the CU FOREX system.

A. BN Design and Probability Assignment

Under the condition that there is little or no training data,
we do not have a statistical basis for selecting the relevant
concepts for each BN [18]. An alternative method that does
not rely on statistics is to use human judgment to identify
the concepts that are directly relevant to each goal. Doing so
for all the 11 goals in ATIS extracts a set of 23 concepts in
total. Among these, 13 are semantic concepts that correspond
to SQL attributes for database access, e.g.,AIRPORT_NAME ,
AIRLINE_NAME , TRANSPORT_TYPE; and the remaining ones

are concepts based on keywords, e.g.,AIRCRAFT , FARE

and FROM . For the sake of simplicity, we assumed inde-
pendence among concepts in the BN (i.e., adopt the simple
topology), and develop 11 BNs with 23 concepts each. We
then hand-assigned the four probabilities for each BN, namely

, , ,
. In the following we describe the

general principles for assigning and
The remaining probabilities can be derived

since ; and
.

1) ProbabilityAssignment for : Table XVI
displays the guidelines by which we assign values to the proba-
bilities . The assignment is based on human
judgment of the possible occurrence frequency of a concept
in queries of goal . As mentioned previously, these proba-
bilities may also be derived from the business logic expressed
by the database schema (i.e., which attributes are important for
what goal), though this is currently regarded to fall beyond the
scope of this paper.

Case 1) must occur given
If we identify a concept to be mandatory for a

query of goal , we will hand-assign a high proba-
bility roughly from 0.95 to 0.99 for

. For example, this applies to theFARE (corre-
sponding to the wordsfare, price, etc.) which must
occur in a Fare_ID query. (e.g.,“what is the first
classfare from detroit to las vegas” and “show me
the first class and coachprice”).
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TABLE XVII
GUIDELINES FORASSIGNINGVALUES TOP (C = 1jG = 0)

Case 2) often occurs given
If the concept often occurs with the query (e.g.,

a Fare_ID query often occursCITY_ORIGIN and
CITY_DESTINATION , we lower the assigned values

of to the range 0.7 to 0.8.
Case 3) may occur given

This applies to the concepts that act as additional
constraints for database access, e.g.,TIME_VALUE ,
DAY_NAME , PERIOD . The assigned values for

range between 0.4 and 0.6.
Case 4) seldom occurs given

This is the case where the occurrence of concept
in queries with goal is infrequent. For ex-

ample, the conceptSTOPS which specify a nonstop
flight is not usually associated with Fare_ID queries
and the values assigned to range
from 0.2 to 0.3.

Case 5) never occurs given
If the presence of concept usually implies ab-

sence of goal , then the probability of
is set to low values between 0.01 and

0.1. For example, the presence ofFLIGHT_NUMBER

usually implies that the query’s goal is not flight
identification (Flight_ID).

2) ProbabilityAssignment for : Table XVII
displays the guidelines by which we assign values to the proba-
bilities . The assignment is based on human
judgment of the possible occurrence frequency of a concept
in queries of goals other than .

Case 1) always occurs for goals other than
Consider the relationship between the concept

CITY_ORIGIN and the goal Aircraft_Code. Since
CITY_ORIGIN always occurs inotherinformational

goals, (e.g., Flight_ID, Fare_ID, etc.), we assign
C CITY_ORIGIN Aircraft Code in

the range from 0.7 to 0.9.
Case 2) sometimes occurs for goals other than

Consider the relationship between the con-
cept CLASS and the goal Aircraft_Code.
CLASS may occur in the informational goals

other than Aircraft_Code to act as an addi-
tional constraint for database access. We assign
C CLASS Aircraft Code in the

range from 0.2 to 0.5.

TABLE XVIII
PERFORMANCEACCURACY ON GOAL IDENTIFICATION BY BNS WITH

HANDCRAFTED PROBABILITIES COMPARED TOBNS WITH PROBABILITIES

TRAINED WITH THE ATJS-3 TRAINING CORPUS. RESULTS AREBASED ON THE

ATJS-3 1993 TESTSET, INCLUDING BOTH CLASS A AND CLASS D QUERIES

TABLE XIX
SENTENCEERRORRATES OF THEBNS WITH HANDCRAFTED PROBABILITIES

COMPARED TOBNS WITH PROBABILITIES TRAINED WITH THE ATIS-3
TRAINING CORPUS. RESULTS AREBASED ON THEATIS-3 1993 TEST SET,

INCLUDING BOTH CLASS A AND CLASS D QUERIES

Case 3) Seldom Occurs For Goals Other Than
This applies to concepts that are strongly

dependent on a specific goal and hence
seldom appear with other goals. For example,
the concept TRANSPORT usually accompa-
nies the goal Ground_Transport only. Hence
C TRANSPORT GroundTransport

is set close to 0.

B. Goal Identification Performance With Hand-Assigned
Probabilities

For this preliminary study, we have only conducted exper-
iments with the ATIS-3 1993 test set (Class A and D queries
included). BNs with hand-assigned probabilities which assume
independent concepts achieved a goal identification accuracy of
80.9%. This compares with 84.6% for BNs with trained topolo-
gies based on the ATIS-3 training set. The availability of training
data for the BNs enhances performance in goal identification.
Queries whose goals are not covered by our 11 BNs are treated
as OOD, and are considered to be identified correctly if they are
classified as such. Performance accuracy on goal identification
is shown in Table XVIII.

Another performance indicator is sentence error rate. A sen-
tence is considered correct only if the inferred goal and ex-
tracted concepts in the generated semantic frame agrees with
those in the reference semantic frame (derived from the SQL
in the ATIS corpora). The sentence error rates are shown in
Table XIX. These results lie within the range reported by the
ATIS evaluation sites (see Table XX) [29].
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TABLE XX
BENCHMARK RESULTSFROM THE 10 ATIS EVALUATION SITES [28], BASED ON

THE ATIS-3 1993 TEST SET

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper describes our first attempt in using Belief Net-
works (BN) for mixed-initiative dialog modeling. The BN was
previously used in natural language understanding to infer the
informational goal(s) of the user’s query based on the semantic
concepts in the query. The BN topology may assume concept in-
dependence (for the “simple” topology), or it may model inter-
concept dependencies by learning inter-node linkages according
to the MDL principle (for the “trained” topology). We extended
this framework with the technique of backward inference, i.e.,
the inferred goal node is instantiated, and probabilities propa-
gate back to the concept nodes within the BN to validate whether
a concept should be present or absent. Such validation is based
on domain-specific constraints captured in the BN probabilities.
Comparison between the validation results and the actual occur-
rences of the concepts enable the framework to detect missing
and spurious concepts automatically. This is used to drive the
mixed-initiative dialog model, i.e., the spoken dialog system
will prompt for missing concepts and clarify for spurious con-
cepts.

We have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach in the
foreign exchange domain, based on the CU FOREX system.
This domain is simple, and consists only of two informational
goals and five domain-specific concepts. The original CU
FOREX system implements two types of interactions. The
directed dialog (DD) interaction is system-initiative, and con-
strains the user to input a single information attribute per dialog
turn. The natural language shortcut (NLS) is user-initiative,
and allows the user to input multiple attributes per dialog turn
but fails if the database retrieval constraints are not met. Our
BN-based dialog model aims to transition freely in between
DD and NLS. It automatically detects missing and spurious
concepts, and prompts for the former while clarifies for the
latter. Evaluation based on 550 user calls shows that the
BN-based dialog model can handle all the cases of failure for
either DD or NLS.

We proceeded to investigate the scalability of the BN-based
framework from the CU FOREX domain to the ATIS (air
travel) domain. We developed a framework for ATIS that is
characterized by eleven information goals and sixty concepts;
hence the domain has a significantly greater complexity. We
assessed the capability of the BN-based framework in the
tasks of the identifying the information goals and extracting
the concepts from the user’s queries, as well as in the task of
detecting missing and spurious concepts. The original detection
scheme gave rise to many more missing/spurious concepts,
which may lead to redundancies in the dialog model. As a
remedial measure, we propose the use of a double threshold

scheme for missing/spurious concept detection. Analysis
showed that a possible cause for dialog redundancies is the
existence of “equivalence classes” in concept sets that provide
sufficient constraints for database access. For example, the
concept set (CITY_ORIGIN, CITY_DESTINATION) and the set
(AIRLINE_NAME, FLIGHT_NUMBER) both provide sufficient
constraints for retrieving an Aircraft_Code. However, occur-
rences of (AIRLINE_NAME, FLIGHT_NUMBER) in Aircraft_Code
queries are few in the training corpus, hence the trained BN
topology did not capture the equivalence class. We propose to
hand-insert inter-concept linkages in the BN topology prior
to training their probabilities. We showed that using hand-re-
fined BNs could help in eliminating the dialog redundancies
described above, and we can replace the double threshold
detection scheme with a single-threshold scheme, which avoids
settingad hocthreshold values. We have also defined a set of
“optional” concepts according to training data statistics. If a
spurious concept is detected during backward inference, but if
the concept also belongs to our optional set, it will not invoke
clarification prompts in the dialog model. In order to handle the
Class D (context-dependent) ATIS queries, we have endowed
the BN framework with the capability of context inheritance.
The current user query will only inherit missing concepts from
discourse. However, if the current query is deemed out-of-do-
main (OOD) during goal inference, it will inherit all concepts
from discourse and then invoke goal inference again. The
performance of the BN-based framework in goal identification
and sentence error rate falls within the range reported in the 10
ATIS evaluation sites.

In addition, we have investigated the portability of the
BN-based framework across application domains. Porting to a
new domain often implies lack of training data. Hence we have
developed a set of principles for developing BNs and hand-as-
signing BN probabilities based on the “degree of belief” in
the relationships between domain-specific concepts and goals.
The BNs with hand-assigned probabilities gave respectable
performance in goal identification and sentence error rates,
but this performance can be significantly improved with the
availability of training data. In the future, we plan to explore
the use of BN as a general framework for mixed-initiative
dialog modeling, and incorporate dialog strategies that aim
to maximize an overall evaluation criterion for the dialog’s
usability.

APPENDIX

This appendix elaborates on the process of probability prop-
agation in a Belief Network with trained topology, using Fig. 2
as an example. We begin by a set of joint probabilities of the
two cliques and as shown in Table XXI.

Suppose the input user query contains the conceptsand
but not . Hence the evidence for the BN include ,

and . We proceed to infer the presence or
absence of the goal based on this evidence.

Step 1) From the evidence we derive
. The asterisk associated with a probability in-

dicates that it has been updated by instantiation of
some node(s).
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TABLE XXI
THE JOINT PROBABILITIES FOR THETWO CLIQUES. THE VECTOR(�; �) IN THE

TABLE CORRESPONDS TO(C = 1; C = 0)

TABLE XXII
THE UPDATED JOINT PROBABILITY P (C ;C ;G) WHICH REDUCES TO

P (C ;G) BASED ON THEINPUT EVIDENCE P (C = 1) = 1

Since belongs to the clique , we
update its joint probability according to (A.1)

(A.1)

We substitute into (A.1) the values
and which can be obtained

from training data. The updated joint probabilities
are as shown in Table XXII and also

reduced to . From this we can marginalize
to get .

Step 2) From the evidence we derive
. The joint probability is updated again

as shown in (A.2):

(A.2)

We substitute into (A.2) the values
(according to the evidence from the

input query) and (ac-
cording to the results from Step 1). The updated
joint probabilities are as shown in
Table XXIII and by marginalization we obtain

.
Step 3) Since is the separator between the two cliques, we

can then update the joint probability in
the clique based on the results from
Step 2. Details are shown in (A.3) and Table XXIV.
We used . Note also from the results

TABLE XXIII
THE UPDATED JOINT PROBABILITY P (C ;G) BASED ON THEINPUT

EVIDENCE P (C = 1) = 1

TABLE XXIV
THE UPDATED JOINT PROBABILITY P (C ;G) BASED ONP (G) FROM

THE SEPARATORNODE

TABLE XXV
THE UPDATED JOINT PROBABILITY P (C ;G) BASED ON THEEVIDENCE

OF THE INPUT QUERY P (C = 1) = 0

in Table XXIV that we can marginalize to get
.

(A.3)

Step 4) From the evidence , we derive
This can be used together with the resulting
from Step 3 to further update the joint prob-

ability in the current clique. Details are
shown in (A.4) and Table XXV.

(A.4)
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TABLE XXVI
THE UPDATED JOINT PROBABILITY P (C ;C ;G) BASED ON THEEVIDENCE

OF GOAL INFERENCEP (G = 1) = 1

Step 5) Having incorporated all evidences from the input
query in probability propagation, we can eventu-
ally marginalize to obtain

. If we compare these values with
the threshold , we will conclude that the cor-
responding goal is present.

(A.5)

Hence the updated values are ,
, and

We can use some of these probabilities to infer “backward” re-
garding the existence of the concept. Referring to Table X,
the backward inference of concept involves use of the evidence
( is present) from the user’s query, i.e., .

(A.6)

If we substitute the values from Table XXVI,
and into (A.6) we obtain
and These values can also be compared

with a threshold to decide upon the presence or absence of the
concept .
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